
Nursery Home Learning Week Beginning 18.5.20 

• Have a look at the ‘Things to look forward to’ jar. This could include little pictures of things you are 
most excited for this summer.  

• Complete the cosmic kids yoga: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU1y7pX7dNo  •. Have fun 
learning ball skills in the garden. Look at this... 👀 https://pin.it/2qep7C1   

https://www.activematters.org/nursery-equipment-ball-skills-catch/  

This week we are reading Farmer Duck.  
Suggested activities:  
.Listen to me reading Farmer Duck.  
.Talking tips:  
. Who is the story about?  
. Where does the story take place?  
. How do you think the duck feels?  
. What do you think about the Farmer?  
. How do the animals help Farmer Duck?  
. What could we do to cheer Farmer Duck up?  
. Can you draw/ paint him a picture?  
.Can you make a card for Farmer Duck?  
. Can you be like Farmer Duck and help your mummy and daddy tidy up , wash up, help in the 
garden etc?  
. Can you colour in a Farmer Duck picture,staying in the lines and writing your name on it.  

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-6852-farmer-and-duck-colouring-sheets  

Please watch the videos, practise hearing and saying all the sounds we have already learnt, practise 
blending the sounds together to read words and learn all about ‘g’.  
Listen to me reading Sam’s Pot and encourage your child to join in. 

Dear Parents,  
Thank you for your contributions so far. The children are clearly enjoying practising their basic skills 
at home and this will give them a good start for September.  
This week please continue to practise number recognition, ordering and 1:1 counting.  
When you’re out on a walk or in the garden use a number frame like the ones in the photos to count 
things.  
Pattern  
Patterns are all around us and children naturally like seeing and making patterns. I have put some 
examples of repeating patterns on for you to look at with your child. Encourage them to ‘talk’ the 
pattern ,for example, blue,green,blue,green,blue ,green.  
Ask them what would come next?  
Suggested activities:  
.Use toys and things from around the house to make up repeating patterns.  
Paint repeating patterns.  
.Draw repeating patterns.  
. Make a repeating pattern with duplo or Lego.  
.Thread a repeating pattern and make a necklace. 
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